TLC’s Brave Bart and Helping Hannah Puppets Patterns

Materials needed:
Black felt: two 12” squares
Gray felt: small square
Yellow felt: two 12” squares
Orange felt: small square
Fabric glue (or needle and thread / sewing machine)
Tape, scissors, pins
Thin black marker
Optional: Eyes, charm

Brave Bart Puppet:
Black felt: body, inner eyes and nose
Gray felt: ears, mouth, and paws
Yellow felt: outer eyes

Helping Hannah Puppet:
Black felt: inner eyes
Gray felt: outer eyes
Yellow felt: body, outer eyes
Orange felt: ears, paws, necklace, nose

Directions:

1. CUT BODY
   Place two pieces of felt (black for Bart / yellow for Hannah) on top of each other. Since the body pattern will
   not fit on a letter sized paper you will have to tape the body pattern together first and then lay the body
   pattern carefully on the felt and pin. Cut around the pattern. Remember you will need to use the scraps for
   the other body parts, so cut wisely!

2. GLUE OR SEW BODY
   Using the fabric glue (or needle and thread or sewing machine) join sides of the body. Don’t glue or sew the
   bottom of the body!

3. CUT OTHER ITEMS AND ATTACH
   Using the color guide above and the pattern cut and glue the other items on the appropriate body. You can
   also buy “eyes” in a fabric store and glue on the puppets instead of using the felt. You can also glue or sew a
   charm, bell, jewel, etc. on Helping Hannah.

4. DRAW WHISKERS
   Using a thin black marker draw whiskers on the mouth.
Bart/Hannah Puppet Body Top

Since the body pattern will not fit on a 8-1/2” x 11” paper you will have to tape the body top and body bottom pattern together before you cut the felt. Use the line to guide you to tape the pattern together.

After taping the pattern together:
Cut two bodies (front and back) in black for Bart.
Cut two bodies (front and back) in yellow for Hannah.
Bart/Hannah Puppet Body Top

Since the body pattern will not fit on a 8-1/2” x 11” paper you will have to tape the body top and body bottom pattern together before you cut the felt. Use the line to guide you to tape the pattern together.
Bart/Hannah Puppet Mouth
Cut one gray for Bart.
Cut one yellow for Hannah.

Bart/Hannah Puppet Nose
Cut one black for Bart.
Cut one orange for Hannah.

Bart/Hannah Puppet Ear
Cut two gray for Bart.
Cut two orange for Hannah.

Bart/Hannah Puppet Outer Eyes
Cut two yellow for Bart.
Cut two gray for Hannah.

Bart/Hannah Puppet Inner Eyes
Cut two black for Bart.
Cut two black for Hannah.

Bart/Hannah Puppet Paws
Cut six gray for Bart.
Cut six orange for Hannah.

Hannah Puppet Necklace
Cut one orange for Hannah.
You can also glue a charm or bell to this.